
WORKPLACE CHANGE MANAGEMENT ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

Consider adding green features to enhance and liven up the workspace such as green 
walls, biophilic wall murals and selecting suppliers with established sustainability 
commitments.

GREEN INITIATIVE

Ask employees to submit themes/ideas that could be used for naming rooms. 
This could be tied to your organization's mandate, geographic locations in Canada, etc.

ROOM NAMES

If you are provided with multiple colour options for your new space, allow employees to 
select their favorite.

COLOUR

Run a competition for employees to submit photos they have taken and commit to having the 
selected ones printed and framed.

ARTWORK

Prepare for the move with clean-up and packing activities for the employees - it will 
feel like less of a chore if it's presented in a fun way!

MOVE PREPARATION

Is there a location in your new space - the reception area for example - where there is 
an opportunity to introduce a feature wall, plant wall, or a meaningful art piece? Ask 
employees for their ideas!

DESIGN ELEMENTS

Organize a mini workshop with employees to discuss what really makes a team - Hint: It's not just 
what's depicted on the org chart!

WHAT MAKES A TEAM?

Identify "super users" for specific elements and tools that are being introduced (e.g. instant messaging 
platform, cloud printing, etc.). Provide them with training and ensure to promote them as "experts".

SUPER USERS

Discuss with the project team and designers to find ways to implement objects from the "old space" that 
have an important significance to employees, into the new space. It could be artwork, furniture, a 
photograph, etc.

ARTIFACT FROM THE PAST

If your space is being renovated or your department is relocating, host a celebration in the last moments 
in the current space to celebrate what was! Check with the project team if employees could paint on 
doors or walls that will be demolished. Don't forget to take pictures to commemorate the moment!

CELEBRATE WHAT WAS

Establish a committee to create an etiquette guide for the new workplace.

ETIQUETTE

Some organizations find it beneficial to include an employee wall (where they can post personal photos 
for example) in order to customize their workplace and create a sense of community. It is typically 
located in an area frequented by all, like a kitchenette. Engage employees to establish a theme for the 
wall (e.g. small wins, family, pets, work accomplishments, etc.).
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